UBIQUITY RECORDS PRESENTS

BAAST
Uncut, Provocative, Decadent, Beautiful, Frenzied, Sensual

The culmination of sensory exploration. Initiates International presents you with a new collection of “Kosmiche Musiche” - a potent mix of hard rhythms, direct horns and spatial electronics. Get yours now.

Distributed via Ubiquity Records.

SIDE 1
1. TERRA - EARTHEN
2. ASCEND - RISING
3. SUSPENSION - ALOFT

SIDE 3
1. DIMENSION - BEYOND

PLAYERS
IL SOCC - KEYBOARDS
IRENE AVRAG - HIGH HORN
BASIL JENSEN - TRUMPETS
PAUL CHAPPEL - TROMBONE
CHRIS COUKIE - PERCUSSION
MEHDI EL KHALIFA - ELECTRONICS
KRISTA BRION - VOICE

CREDITS
PRODUCED BY IL SOCC & IRENE AVRAG - HIGH HORN.
RECORDED AND MIXED AT THE RAINBOW STUDIO.
GRAPHICS AND LOGO BY MICHAEL SADLER - RETHINK U.S.A.
LAYOUT BY KD ME

LIMITED VINYL PRESSING

1A Terra - Earthen
1B Ascend - Rising
1C Suspension - Aloft
2A Dimension - Beyond

STREET DATE: FALL 2014

SALES: SALES@UBIQUITYRECORDS.COM (949) 764-9012 ext.106
PRESS & PUBLICITY: PRESS@UBIQUITYRECORDS.COM (949) 764-9012
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